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Are you still certain that living in a Tuscan cottage is the strongest desire in your life? Do you want to 
breath through authentic materials the air of a wonderful land, merged in greenery and in a glad atmos-
phere, aware of the culture which this Italian Region is giving to the whole world?

World Tuscan Houses is really able to realise your dream, thanks to a net of 8 professional studios, 20 
highly qualified handicraft companies and a solid experience. In this area Tuscan cottage is considered 
the most beautiful house thought by humans, and it is created by genuine and elegant architectural 
details that characterise it: the doves tower, lodges with windows, chimneys, ceilings, wooden beams, 
vaults, stony staircases, wavy plasters, brick arches, porches and roofs. 

Every element is put in balance with the others, making an artistic composition that may give deep 
sensations. Simplicity is maybe the principal attribute that helped the Tuscan cottage reach its interna-
tional fame. The nobility of upper-class buildings perfectly harmonise with the surrounding landscape. 
World Tuscan Houses is able to build any kinds of house, everywhere in the world, and to satisfy any 
requests and exigencies from their customers. 

Thanks to its organisation it can deal with authorisations, architectural, structural, technological and 
panoramic projects, interior design and all the legal aspects in order to get to a complete and finished 
result. If you want your cottage to be restored in Tuscany, World Tuscan Houses will be able to find the 
best deal for you and to give you full assistance. Technicians, lawyers and accountants will guarantee 
a sure estate investment. You will be accompanied in any phases of the contract, from permissions to 
the end of works, with your house restored as requested. After that, living in a Tuscan cottage is an 
important choice, that involves the whole family and asks for high sensibility, desire of living a healthy, 
pure existence, always in contact with nature. It means to share the same history, culture, habits, time 
and to feel merged in a unique context, that communicates non-certifiable sensations, just felt by the 
inhabitants of these houses. These sensations belong to Tuscan lovers, with all their values, which re-
sist to time, fashion and design. Sober elegance and respect of the past are the main features of these 
houses, where details are not left to case. Inspiration comes straight from tradition, added to modern 
convenience.

Via San Giovanni Decollato 32

52100 Arezzo TOSCANA Italy

email:    info@worldtuscanhouses.com 

website: www.worldtuscanhouses.com

WTH BUILDS AND RENOVATES 
VILLAS IN TUSCANY AND ALL 

OVER THE WORLD
THE ONLY FIRM WHO CAN REALIZE A 'TAILOR MADE 

HOUSE' FOR THE MOST DEMANDING CUSTOMERS.
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